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Hard to believe this is the festive season edition and as you will see in the pages that follow, we’ve already had
a feast with some very special birds this past spring. We have a new edition to our line-up in The Lark – ‘A bird
in the hand’… – which will feature ringing reports and various interesting notes and images of birds etc. up
close and personal! This promises to be a very informative section and we look forward to learning more from
our bird ringers. Thanks to everyone who contributed to this issue and we can’t wait to receive your forthcoming holiday trip reports. Hope you enjoy this issue and happy summer birding!
Daniel and Raelene.
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The Lark is published bimonthly. Contributions are accepted in English or Afrikaans and are accepted at the
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high resolution images without any borders or frames.
The editors reserve the right to edit articles as necessary. All images are copyright protected and the property
of the author/s of the article unless otherwise stated. Please send all your contributions to the editors at

thelarknews@gmail.com.
The opinions expressed by contributors in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the editors, the Birdlife
Polokwane committee or Birdlife South Africa.
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Rethink your use of plastics. © Derek Engelbrecht
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CLUB NEWS AND TRIP REPORTS

In search of cuckoos and skimmers
Minkie Prinsloo
E-mail: wildlifestudio1@gmail.com

For 17 of our bird club members,
Spring Day had a very early start. We departed for Pierre Homan’s farm at 5:00, all
very excited about the birds we were hoping to find. Our goal for the day: Thickbilled Cuckoo and African Skimmer.
Arriving on the farm, we were
greeted by species like Cardinal Woodpecker, Golden-breasted Bunting, Scarletchested Sunbird and African Green Pigeon,
while Striped Kingfisher and Purplecrested Turaco were calling in the distance.

Moving slowly along up the valley to the
Thick-billed Cuckoo’s usual haunt, we
added Yellow-breasted Apalis, Grey Penduline Tit as well as Orange-breasted and
Grey-headed Bushshrikes to the list.
We arrived at an old farmhouse
from where we would search for our first
target species of the day - the Thick-billed
Cuckoo, a summer visitor usually arriving in
the area in early September. But first we
had some coffee to make sure everybody
was awake and ready. We called the
cuckoo and the waiting began - Lesser
Striped Swallow, Alpine Swift and a couple
of other common species made their appearance. After about an hour, we decided

Grey Penduline Tit was a good start to the day at Pierre Homan's farm. © Daniel Engelbrecht
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None flew over the cuckoo’s nest this year on the Pierre Homan outing.

it was time for more coffee. We tried calling the cuckoo one last time, but to no
avail.
We started moving towards the
stables and stopped at a huge fig tree. Here
we found a group of Retz’s Helmetshrikes,
the only known breeding host for the
Thick-billed Cuckoo. From the stables we
walked through some fields adding Lizard
Buzzard, African Fish Eagle and Bearded
Woodpecker
to the list. Back
at the stables
we enjoyed a
bite of lunch,
and set off to
our next destination, but not
before adding
Pale Flycatcher
to the list.
We
headed to Letaba Estates to
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find our second target species, the African
Skimmer. We arrived at the dam and immediately saw the skimmers; the first bird
doing a quick flyby and then landing on the
shore close to where the second bird was
sitting on a nest. They shared their home
with Yellow-billed Stork, Knob-billed Duck,
African Jacana, Kittlitz’s Plover, Great Egret
and White-faced Whistling Duck to name a
few.
We all
know what a
skimmer looks
like, how they
feed and on
what
they
feed, so I did a
bit of research
on their breeding
habits.
They are monogamous and
can
occur

Pale Flycatcher. © Les Reynolds
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alone or in colonies. They often
share
their
breeding
grounds
with
Collared Pratincole, Pied Avocet
and
Whitefronted Plover.
Their nest is no
more than a
steep-sided
scrape in the
ground, sometimes with a
damp base. They
lay their eggs between August
and October and

incubation,
which is performed by both
sexes,
starts
when the first
egg is laid. They
lay 2–4 eggs
which hatch after about 24
days.
Once
hatched
the
chicks leave the
nest within 24–
48 hours of
hatching, scattering and hiding
in their own
scrapes or even
African Skimmer. © Johan van der Westhuizen
footprints left by
other animals such as hippos. They fledge
after a period of 5–6 weeks. Chicks and
eggs fall prey to African Fish Eagle, African
Marsh Harrier, Black Kite, African Sacred
Ibis, Goliath Heron, Grey Heron, Greyheaded Gulls and Pied Crows, and as if this
were not enough, eggs are often trampled
by animals coming to drink at the water’s
edge or drown in rising flood waters!
Let’s hope this pair beats the odds
again this year and successfully raise all
their chicks. We ended the day just short of
90 bird species. A big thank you to Richter
Van Tonder and Derek Engelbrecht for an
unforgettable days birding!!!

Les Reynolds enjoying the African Skimmers - albeit
from an unusual angle.
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Middle Letaba Dam trip report
Marcia Van Tonder
E-mail: labmarcia@gmail.com

After the rare sighting of the African Skimmers and the Chestnut-banded
Plover by Geoff Goetsch on Sunday 23d
September 2018, we HAD to make an outing to the dam as the Chestnut-banded
Plover would have been a lifer for me and
provincial lifers for Richter and Jody. On
Monday the 24th September, Richter, Jody
and I left Polokwane around 04:30 am in
the hope of ticking this regional rarity.

After taking the turn-off towards
the dam and driving slowly through the local village’s dirt roads, we experienced the
early morning bird calls - as is expected on
a warm spring day. On arriving at the dam,
we logged around 30 species. Our main priority was to find the target species of the
day – the Chestnut-banded Plover.
It soon proved more difficult than
expected as there were large groups of Little Stints, Kittlitz’s and White-fronted Plovers and African Pipits foraging on the
‘floodplain’ (actually the dry dam surface).
The surface was covered with some sort of
moss which attracted small insects, and

White-fronted Plover. © Jody De Bruyn
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this was obviously what they were after.
We continued to scout around and started
to move closer towards the dam’s edge,
where more plovers and pipits were foraging … and then Richter spotted the bird

right on the edge of the water. What an
awesome sight and such a beautiful bird!
Luckily the plover was very relaxed
and gave us enough time to take some nice

A special for the Limpopo Province - Chestnut-banded Plover. © Jody De Bruyn

There’s a stalker on the mudflats - Jody trying to get closer to the Chestnutbanded Plover. © Marcia Van Tonder
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photos. After a lot of excitement in logging the plover,
we spotted the African Skimmers which are a national
rarity. This is indeed a very
unique bird and one can’t
seem to get enough of them
as they are exceptionally
beautiful and graceful birds.
Four of these beauties
started to fly over and
around us as if they were
posing; again, a lovely and
awesome sighting!
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Besides these rarities, we also saw
good numbers of White-fronted Plovers
which are also special in our region. Besides these special species, other noteworthy species recorded at the dam included
Grey-rumped Swallow, Pied Avocet, Goliath Heron and Lanner Falcon. Definitely a
nice birding spot worth visiting and with
the summer rains on the way it will probably attract a lot more birds.

A big thank you to my husband,
Richter, and BBD partner, Jody De Bruyn,
for taking me along -it was definitely worth
it!
For the record
Pentad: 2315_3020
Total species recorded in 2 hours: 82
Observers: Richter and Marcia Van Tonder, Jody De
Bruyn

A truly spectacular bird - the African Skimmer. © Jody De Bruyn
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Wild birding on the Wild Coast
Daniel Engelbrecht
E-mail: danielengelbrecht101@gmail.com

Untouched coastlines, rolling hills,
flourishing forests and oh, let’s not forget –
spectacular birding. This is what the Wild
Coast is all about. What would be a better
way to spend the September holiday than
birding along the Eastern Cape coastline?
From the 22nd to the 29th of September, my
family and I did just that.
Our flight departed from O.R
Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg at 4 pm on the Saturday afternoon. As
the flight cruised over the South African
hinterland, I was paging through my
trusted ‘Newman’s Field Guide’, recapping
on some of the target species for our Wild
Coast trip. Some of these target species included
Red-necked
Spurfowl,
Knysna
Woodpecker, Grey and
Olive Sunbirds and the
supreme
skulker,
Knysna Warbler. We
descended over the
city of East London and
as we touched down, I
opened my bag from
the overhead compartment and whipped out
my bins: the birding
was about to begin!

The sun was beginning to set as we
drove to our overnight accommodation in
the small town of Gonubie, approximately
45 minutes north-east of East London. I
was most pleased to have spotted a group
of three striking Trumpeter Hornbills flying
over the road, but there were better species to be seen in this area. The next morning, we were up early and eager to get going with the birding. We drove to the
nearby Gqunube River Mouth to see what
we could find. Some of our more interesting sightings in the coastal forest surrounding the river included African HarrierHawk, Crowned Hornbill, Ashy Flycatcher
and Dark-backed Weaver.
We then decided to head over to
the Gonubie Bird Sanctuary where we
were greeted almost instantly by a Rednecked Spurfowl calling in the grassy footpath ahead of us. Although not a lifer, it

Red-necked Spurfowl.
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certainly was one of our target species. The
bird sanctuary presented an interesting array of habitats; the central dam was surrounded on both sides by relatively pristine
wetlands which, in turn, were on the verge
of a belt of coastal forest. Here we picked
up a few more species including Olive
Woodpecker, Blue-mantled Crested Flycatcher, Eastern Golden Weaver (Yellow
Weaver) and Little Rush Warbler. We then
went back to our accommodation, packed
up and headed off to our next destination,
Morgan Bay.

Eastern Golden Weavers loved our makeshift birdfeeder.

In my opinion, there is
no other town on the Wild
Coast that can rival the beauty
of Morgan Bay. Set at the
mouth of the Inchara River,
the village is surrounded by
breathtaking scenery and a variety of habitats. As we rolled
down the beautiful, winding
roads and into Morgan Bay,
we reached our new accommodation overlooking the lagoon. Our pentad list quickly
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started growing, assisted by a make-shift
bird feeder that we set up with an apple
and some birdseed in the garden which
quickly started delivering the goods. Eastern Golden Weavers were everywhere and
made for some excellent photographs,
Red-necked Spurfowl was calling on the
lawn and Crowned Hornbills were a regular
in the garden below the house.
The next morning, I grabbed my
binoculars and took a walk down to the lagoon to see what I might track down. As I
scanned the banks of the river, I
heard the distinctive call of the
Grey Crowned Crane and, sure
enough, the pair was happily feeding on one of the residents’ lawns
– now that’s one for a garden bird
list! They had become quite habituated since I last saw them four
years earlier and once again they
made for some great photos. I set
off into the forested habitats
around the lagoon and after walking down the road for about five

Now this is a bird to have on your garden bird list – Grey Crowned Crane at
Morgan Bay.
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minutes I noticed a small sunbird flying
over. The bird perched in a small bush next
to me and I rattled off a few shots (from
the camera) in its direction; I inspected the
photos and was thrilled to discover that
the drab bird was indeed an Olive Sunbird.
I had only seen the bird once before and
was very pleased to get some decent photos of it. The specials kept rolling in and
soon I had Knysna Woodpecker and Grey
Sunbird in the bag too.

Olive Sunbird, one of our target species.

A mere 10 km from Morgan Bay is
one of the area’s best sites for waders and
shorebirds. Kei Mouth is a small town overlooking the Kei River which once formed
the border between South Africa and the
Transkei to the north. The tides create a
large, fast-flowing river during the high tide
but also expose a large area of coastal
mudflats during low tide that make for exceptional shore-birding. On our third day
this was where we were headed. As we approached the river we were struck by the
sheer number of shorebirds feeding on the
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mudflats; the challenge now was to start
identifying them. We started scanning the
mudflats and I would repeat identification
features to myself as I identified a bird
‘large, brown wader with a large, curved
bill, black legs, no obvious facial markings –
WHIMBREL’, ‘small plover-like wader, orange eye-ring, black markings on chest and
head – COMMON RINGED PLOVER’ and so
it went on, the birding was spectacular. After no more than 20 minutes we had identified a number of
species
including:
Whimbrel (5), Common Ringed Plover
(25+), Grey Plover (2),
White-fronted Plover
(15+), Marsh Sandpiper (1), African Oystercatcher (4), Swift
Tern (50+), Arctic Tern
(2), Common Tern
(10) and Little Stints
(20+). Casting our
eyes back above the
forest behind us, we
were treated to a flyby
of an orchestra of Trumpeter Hornbills,
numbering in excess of 40 birds!

Whimbrel.
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An ‘orchestra’ of Trumpeter Hornbills in the skies above Kei Mouth.

Kei, however, has more to offer
than just mudflats and shorebirds. Above
the small town, the grasslands can and often do produce sightings of the challenging
Black-winged Lapwing. I started scanning
the golf course and unfortunately it was a bust. We
then tried the grasslands,
but they too failed to deliver. We never saw the
Black-winged Lapwings this
time round, but some
other species in the grassland included Yellowthroated
and
Cape
Longclaw, Fan-tailed Widowbird and Plain-backed
Pipit. A quick stop at the local municipal dam pro- Bar-throated Apalis
lagoon.
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vided three kingfisher species including
Pied, Giant and Brown-hooded Kingfisher
as well as Narina Trogon in the forest. Another site that produced some great sightings on day 5 was the coastal bush nestled

were common in the coastal forests along the Inchara River
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Grey Crowned Cranes in the grasslands at Morgan Bay.

between the sand dunes on the beach at
Morgan Bay. The habitat was constantly
changing with shifting sand dunes and
howling winds, nonetheless I found several
Karoo Prinia in the thickets and the little
White-fronted Plovers were a common
sight on the white sands.
With our trip coming to an end, we
took a hike on Morgan Bay’s mile long
beach towards the Cape Morgan Lighthouse. The wind was howling at a steady
60 km/h and we secretly hoped that some
seabird species might be blown closer to
shore. On the way to the lighthouse we
found Karoo Prinia, Grey and Olive Sunbird
– once again – and a flock of Cape Gannets
offshore. We positioned ourselves on the
rocks with a view over the turbulent waters
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of the Indian Ocean and, sure enough, we
spotted a black seabird racing over the
waves at an incredible pace. I captured a

The White-fronted Plover is a truly delightful shorebird.
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couple of images and we had
scored a White-chinned Petrel.
The bird is normally associated
with somewhat deeper pelagic waters and so we were most pleased
to view an individual from the
shore and foraging just behind the
breakers. A ‘cloud’ of seabirds had
gathered on the horizon but, unfortunately, they were too far to
identify. We could only imagine
what albatrosses, petrels and Yellow-throated Longclaw near Morgan Bay.
other seabirds would be in that
notorious status as a skulker and never
dark cloud of birds. Walking back, I reshowed itself. Still, it was a truly marvelsigned myself to the fact that our trip had
lous surprise.
come to an end, but there was one more
Our trip had come to an end and we
surprise in store. As I marched on ahead, I
departed from East London feeling that we
stopped near some thickets and then I
had succeeded on the Wild Coast. We recheard it, the unmistakable call of the suorded just over 130 species and found bepreme skulker himself, the Knysna Wartween ourselves, two new lifers.
bler! Unfortunately, the bird lived up to its

Wader-watching at Kei Mouth.
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Another Mad Dash lifer bash Northern Cape
Rowan Van Tonder
E-mail: rowan.vantonder@gmail.com

And we are off … again! This time
going to the Northern Cape and covering
part of the Kalahari Basin, Namaqualand,
and parts of the Great Karoo region. As
usual, this trip was already planned and researched a year in advance. We each had a
list of lifers to get (see end of this report).
10 for Jody and I and 11 for Richter.
Day 1 (Wednesday – 3 October 2018)
We were packed and out of the
blocks on Tuesday night at 11:30 from Pretoria. Our first stop – and target species –
was the Red-billed Spurfowl in the Van

Zylsrus area, near Tswalu Game Reserve.
We arrived, at a predetermined spot, at
7:00. This spot was deduced from atlas
data and we had no GPS coordinates at
hand. This particular spot fell in pentad
2655_2150. From habitat descriptions in
the literature, we focused on a small section of habitat which included the Kuruman River. This also happened to be our
first proper coffee break. We started to
walk through the dry riverbed/floodplain
and used some limited playback. A spurfowl reacted immediately and came flying
in to investigate. What a stunning spurfowl! One down, 10 to go.
We headed west from here, on the
R31 (not a particularly good road to drive
on) towards our next target species. The

The Mad Dashers: Rowan Van Tonder, Richter Van Tonder and Jody De Bruyn
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Red-billed Spurfowl – our first target species for the trip.

only reliable spot in South Africa to find the
Red-necked Falcon is in the Kgalagadi
Transfrontier Park, formerly known as the
Kalahari Gemsbok Park. We spent most of
our day here searching for this raptor, but
to no avail. There is definitely always a next

Kori Bustard in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park.
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time. We did manage to locate eight different raptors, two of the BIG 6 (Kori Bustard
and Martial Eagle), and a couple of cheetahs. We arrived in Upington around 19:00
for a well-deserved rest.
Day 2 (Thursday – 4 October 2018)
An early morning
rise saw us leaving at 5:00
for a long day through the
Great Karoo. We turned
off from the N14 at
Keimoes, heading towards
Kenhardt (R27) and our
first target site of the day.
It is a stunning route with
‘big-sky country’ views all
the way to Garies. This
day’s birding was only going to be roadside birding.
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

Stark's Lark near Kenhardt.

Arriving at our target spot, it wasn’t
long before we spotted our next target
species just over the fence line … Stark’s
Lark. Whoohoo! After some shots were
taken we were off again.
Brandvlei was
our next destination for
Black-eared SparrowLark and the plains form
of the Red Lark. We
headed to our next target spot northwest of
Brandvlei. This spot was
our target site for the
Red Lark, but instead
produced our first
Black-eared SparrowLark, and not just one
but a small flock of
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them. We later realized that this would
only be the first of many sparrow-lark
sightings. The route from Brandvlei to Loeriesfontein along the R357 and up to
Kliprand (R355) is the place to be for this

Black-eared Sparrow-Lark near Brandvlei.
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species. Our next stop took us to
the south of Brandvlei along the
R357 for the Red Lark. Again, no cigar, but it delivered our only sighting of Karoo Eremomela. Just a few
kilometres further we stopped
again in an area that had greater
grass cover. Whoop! Whoop!
There it was - a single Red Lark.
What a stunner! This is the largest
lark in the Karoo Lark complex. We
luckily got a few shots before some
Spike-heeled Larks started harassing it.

Karoo Eremomela just south of Brandvlei.

Spirits high, we travelled from here
via Loeriesfontein to Kliprand. Between
these two villages we encountered numerous Black-eared Sparrow-Larks, as well as

five Ludwig’s Bustards in one spot! From
Kliprand we took the R358 to the N7 (near
Bitterfontein) before turning towards
Springbok, our next base camp. We
stopped in a mountainous area a couple of
kilometres north of Kamieskroon. This was

The plains form of the iconic Red Lark near Brandvlei.
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Bogey bird no more. We had good views of Cinnamon-breasted Warbler.

a target site for Cinnamon-breasted Warbler and we got it in no time. BOOM!! This
was a bogey bird for all of us as we dipped
on it at a few places around the Karoo National Park a year ago.
It was 17:00 when we left this spot
to book in at the Springbok Caravan Park.
After settling in we went for some burgers
at the local Spur, after which we took a
night drive to Nababeep via a gravel road.
We targeted pentad 2935_1745, the only
pentad in the region in which Cape EagleOwl has been reported. After some thorough searching we came up empty
handed. We knew this would be a long
shot, but went for it anyway. At this stage,
two days into our trip, we had smashed five
out of the 12 targeted species and only
dipped on two of them. Five more to go…
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Day 3 (Friday – 5 October 2018)
Day three saw us leaving Springbok
at 4:45, very excited, for Port Nolloth and
the Orange River mouth at Alexander Bay.
The possibility of another three lifers
awaited all of us. Just before sunrise we
reached our next target destination just
north of Port Nolloth. Shortly after sunrise
the mercury rose quickly, and with it thousands of tiny, annoying, and constantly
buzzing insects. But we were not deterred.
We scanned the vegetated dunes to the
north looking for Cape Long-billed Lark. We
heard them calling in the distance, but a
very high security fence blocked our way
and we couldn’t get to them - SHUCKS! This
would not bode well for photo opportunities. We decided to travel a few kilometres
north for another one of our target species.
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

we thought. Roads here are a little bit conIt took us some time to locate our first tarfusing, because there is no signage guiding
get species of the day – Barlow’s Lark …
one to the mouth. We eventually got to a
yeah baby! Apparently, the Port Nolloth
point about 3 km from the mouth. At this
area is a hybrid zone for Karoo x Barlow’s
stage a thick bank of mist from the ocean
Larks. Strangely though, we did not enstarted to drift in, cooling everything
counter any Karoo Larks in this region. Go
down. A 3 km
figure. We then
hike on the
decided to look
beach in this
for the Damara
weather started
Tern at the salt
to look really
pan east of
daunting. Lucktown. Getting
ily, we found a
there it was eviWESSA bakkie
dent that we
with one perwould not get
son there who
this
species
helped us to
here due to
find the correct
plenty of tracks
tracks towards
seen crisscrossthe mouth. We
ing the whole
arrived right at
pan. A unanithe
river’s
mous decision
mouth, but still
was made to
the
weather
circumvent the
continued detepan in any case.
riorating. We
Right on the
braved it anyeastern edge, I
way … After all,
heard the call of
we had come all
a Cape Longthis way. We
billed Lark. We Port Nolloth larks: Barlow's Lark (above); Cape Long-billed Lark (below).
walked all along
stopped
and
the shoreline towards the mouth. Getting
hiked a short distance up the dunes away
there, we were quite surprised to see a lot
from the salt pan where we were greeted
of bird activity. Not long after arriving, we
by many Cape Long-billed Larks as well as
suddenly heard the diagnostic call of our
Barlow’s Lark. Two out of the three target
last target species of the day - Damara
species for the day and it was only 8:00.
Tern! They came flying through the mist,
On to our last lifer for the day. We
back and forth, with prey in their mouths.
arrived at Alexander Bay around 9:00 and
Fortunately, they were very vocal all the
headed straight for the river mouth, or so
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Damara Tern at the mouth of the Orange River.

time, making it easy for us to locate them
in the poor visibility we experienced. And
that was it for the day: at 10:00 we had
ticked all three of our target species for the
day. With nothing else to target for the

day, we decided to tackle the Port Nolloth
pentad.
Some of the interesting sightings
we had in this pentad included many Malachite Sunbirds; Cape -, Bank -, Crowned -,
and White-breasted Cormorant; Ruddy Turnstone
(and a lot of them!); about
13 African Black Oystercatchers at one point; Common -, Bradfield’s -, and Alpine Swift drinking at the
waste water treatment
works; and a Tractrac Chat.
Day 4 (Saturday – 6 October 2018)

Tractrac Chat at Port Nolloth.
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On our last full birding day our aim was set on
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

Rosy-faced Lovebirds near Onseepkans.

two species: Rosy-faced Lovebird and
Burchell's Courser. We started early again,
this time to get to the Koa Dunes close to
Aggeneys, where we wanted to see the
dune form of the Red Lark in their prime
habitat. Arriving at the dunes we were not
disappointed, for multiple Red Larks were
displaying above these well-vegetated red
sand dunes. Driving around here we were

The dunes form of the Red Lark at the Koa dunes.
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entertained by literally hundreds of Greybacked Sparrow-Larks coming to drink at a
water trough. Other larks here included
Fawn-coloured Larks displaying and chasing Red Larks, as well as Cape Clapper Lark.
Not to waste too much time, we
headed straight to Onseepkans border
post about 50 km north of Pofadder. A
word of warning though, this
road is badly corrugated and
the worst road we drove on.
Halfway on this road we encountered hundreds of
‘Kokerbome’, which was
quite a sight to see. We arrived at the border post
around 9:00 and parked at
the local grocery store, called
Affieplaas. We walked west
along the road lined with
palm trees and were soon
alerted to the typical
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

squawking/shrieking sound of the Rosyfaced Lovebird. We had a quick viewing before they disappeared again. We then decided to drive down in an easterly direction
in search of more opportunities and were
not disappointed. We found four more
lovebirds busy gathering nesting material
and we were royally entertained by their
shenanigans.
We headed back to Pofadder and
then further south and west to a pentad
(2915_1935) we targeted for Burchell's
Courser. We arrived there basically in the
middle of the day, with temperatures close
to 40°C. We also decided to do a full protocol atlas card for this pentad. Unfortunately, we did not get Burchell's Courser,
but we were amazed at the incredible
number of Stark’s Lark found along this
road and appropriately dubbed it Stark
Road! If you want to see Stark’s Lark, get to
this pentad. It’s a trash bird here.
Our last birding effort was to atlas
the Pofadder pentad. The weirdest sighting here was a full out of range Common
Moorhen found at the Pofadder waste water treatment works. After this we left for
Upington for our last night before heading
home on Sunday.
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After 5 days and 4000 km’s later,
we respectively got 8 (Jody), 9 (Richter),
and 8 (Rowan) lifers each out of the combined possible 12 species targeted. Just for
interest’s sake, we logged 20 raptors and
12 lark species. We are all in agreement
that this is a unique and beautiful region of
the country that needs plenty more birders
to visit and do some proper atlas work, especially in the Great Karoo region. There
are a lot of gems out there waiting to be
discovered.
For the record
Trip dates: 3 – 7 October 2018
Species logged: 185
Species Targeted:
1.

Barlow's Lark - Barlowse Lewerik

2.

Black-eared Sparrow-Lark - Swartoorlewerik

3.

Cape Long-billed Lark - Weskuslangbeklewerik

4.

Red Lark - Rooilewerk

5.

Stark's Lark - Woestynlewerik

6.

Burchell's Courser - Bloukopdrawwertjie

7.

Cinnamon-breasted
borssanger

8.

Damara Tern - Damarasterretjie

9.

Cape Eagle-Owl - Kaapse Ooruil

Warbler

-

Kaneel-

10. Red-billed Spurfowl - Rooibekfisant
11. Red-necked Falcon - Rooinekvalk
12. Rosy-faced Lovebird - Rooiwangparkiet
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Northern Cape landscapes: Clockwise from top left: Stark’s Road; ‘Kokerbome’ near Onseepkans; Cheetahs in the Kgalagadi
Transfrontier Park; Salt Pan at Port Nolloth; West Coast sunrise at Port Nolloth; Mouth of the Orange River at Alexander Bay;
Real Estate of the Cinnamon-breasted Warbler near Kamieskroon; ‘Big Sky’ country near Brandvlei.
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Birds in Art
White-winged Flufftail
Willem Van der Merwe
E-mail: willemsvandermerwe@gmail.com

This issue’s contribution is of something very, very few people have ever seen
in the wild: the White-winged Flufftail, Sarothrura ayresi. I, for one, haven't seen it
myself yet. It is one of the rarest and most

images showed a female with three chicks.
Throughout their range, they face severe
threats which boils down to the destruction, alteration and degradation of their
wetland habitats. It is estimated that as
few as 250 individuals of this species may
exist in the entire world.
So, what exactly are flufftails? Their
English names note the rather fluffy feathers of their short tails. In Afrikaans they are

White-winged Flufftails. © Willem Van der Merwe (artist)

threatened of birds in South Africa, and indeed Africa. The species is only known to
breed in Ethiopia and South Africa, and was
only confirmed as a breeding migrant in
South Africa in the past year. Breeding was
confirmed using camera trap footage and
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called 'vleikuikens' or 'chicks of the
marshes or wetlands'. They're about the
size of newly hatched chickens. The Whitewinged Flufftail is the smallest species,
measuring up to 15 cm in total length, and
weighing just about 30 g.
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

Flufftails only occur in mainland Africa and Madagascar. All of them are elusive birds, frequenting dense vegetation
such as wetlands, rank grasses and forest
edges. They also all look similar, with dark
feathers on their dumpy bodies, and often
brighter reddish-brown on their heads,
breasts and/or tails. Most also have light
spotting or streaking. Females are typically
rather dull-coloured compared to males.
They survive by eating leaves and
seeds of marsh plants as well as catching
small aquatic invertebrate critters and tiny
fish and tadpoles. Being similar to small
crakes in many ways, they were once considered members of the Rallidae (the
rail/crake/coot/moorhen/gallinule family),
but they are genetically sufficiently distinct
from the typical rallids and are nowadays
placed in their own family, the Sarothruridae, together with the wood rails of Madagascar and the Grey-throated Rail of central and West Africa.
Flufftails are usually only recorded
and identified by their calls. Most species
have far-carrying, hooting calls, much
deeper than one would imagine for such
small birds. The White-winged Flufftail has
a low-pitched, short ‘oop’ call which is repeated at one second intervals, but unfortunately it only calls very briefly at dawn
and dusk and is therefore seldom heard
and its calls are generally poorly known. If
we knew its call better, it may help us to
establish their presence in wetlands without the need of having to disturb them by
flushing.
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This flufftail has been seen by humans only a handful of times. Sometimes a
dead specimen is found, and once a bird
was brought in by someone's pet cat. The
best way of actually glimpsing one, is by
flushing it in its wetland habitat. If approached, birds will typically creep into
dense vegetation and then sit tight. It's almost impossible to see them if they do
that, and they will not budge until you're
almost upon them. Sometimes not even
then, as one has sadly been collected after
a porter trod on it. But most of the time the
bird will fly out just before you step on it.
Flufftails, as a group, can be recognized when flushed by their tiny size, dark
colour and rather weak flight. Telling which
species you flushed is, however, a different
ball game as they all look rather similar and
generally only offer a brief glimpse before
diving into dense cover again. The Whitewinged Flufftail is an exception as it is the
only flufftail species with white secondary
flight feathers, showing up as a clearly visible white panel in its wings as it flies.
The principal (known) breeding site
of White-winged Flufftails is at Berga in
Ethiopia, a patch of wetland that is flooded
during the rainy season, making excellent
living conditions for the flufftails. These include rather short but dense cover of
grasses and sedges, and very shallow water
covering the ground. Unfortunately, this
wetland region is only a few square kilometres in extent and is being encroached on
by ever-growing numbers of cattle, while
people cut grass from it for an important
coffee ceremony. Fortunately, public
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

awareness campaigns are in effect and
seem to be paying dividends. A few more
wetlands in Ethiopia may sustain small
breeding populations, but this hasn't yet
been confirmed. In South Africa, their distribution is centred on the high-altitude,
perennial marshes in the Dullstroom and
Wakkerstroom regions. But even here
there's only about 3.9 km2 of suitable habitat in total. Thus, in the whole world
there's less than 10 km2 of suitable habitat
for these flufftails to live and breed!
It's strange that these flufftails
have, barring a few records from neighbouring Zimbabwe, only been found in
South Africa and Ethiopia. The Ethiopian
and South African birds look alike, but are
they the same species? Or are they different subspecies forming isolated populations? Are they in fact just one population
– with the birds from Ethiopia migrating to
South Africa and back? For a while it was
thought that they were migrants, since the
species was only known to breed in Ethiopia but not in South Africa. But now that
breeding in South Africa has been confirmed, it may be that the two populations
are indeed distinct and resident. Recent
genetic studies have revealed that the Ethiopian and South African birds are indeed
very much alike, certainly the same species, and perhaps still connected by some
kind of migration. It is likely that the species used to be much more abundant and
widespread, but has dwindled to the point
where all the populations linking South Africa and Ethiopia have now disappeared,
leaving those two widely separated populations. But it would be very interesting if
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migration can be proved, since flufftails
hardly seem to be strong fliers, and the distance between their haunts in South Africa
and Ethiopia is over 4 000 km.
So where does this leave our little
flufftails? For the present, they're extremely endangered; even if their remaining habitat as it is can be totally protected
and safeguarded, there's so little left that it
would be difficult to rebuild the flufftail
population. A small population is always
very vulnerable. Not enough individuals
mean not much genetic variation, leaving
them susceptible to diseases and other
deleterious effects of inbreeding. Also, the
vagaries of climate might alter some or all
of the habitat and make it no longer suitable. One possibility would be to identify
and restore historically occupied sites or
areas. This is a rather big undertaking, but
not impossible. If you think about how little
these tiny birds need, an additional few
square kilometres might do wonders.
Another project under consideration is captive breeding of these flufftails.
The snag is that we still don't know how to
breed flufftails! One plan was to take some
of the much more common Red-chested
Flufftails and breed them in captivity to
find out just what their needs are; once this
has been mastered, the same can then be
tried with the White-winged Flufftails, removing a few eggs from nests in their
breeding colonies, and then raising the
chicks in a controlled situation. This is a rather risky proposition but it just might
work, and if we have a decent population
of birds in captivity, the species at least can
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

survive even if all of their natural habitat is
destroyed. And it just might be possible
then to one day recreate their habitat and
reintroduce them into the wild. Even if the
wild habitat is protected, and remains, it
might still be a good insurance policy to
have a significant and safeguarded 'captive' population. We shall have to wait and
see.

Whatever the case, White-winged
Flufftails are charming little birds about
which we still know very, very little, and it
will be a sad day if Africa loses the few that
it has.

Don’t shoot the messenger. © Derek Engelbrecht
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A BIRD IN THE HAND …
Ringing reports and close-ups of birds in the hand
Forest bird ringing at Kurisa Moya
2018-08-19
Derek Engelbrecht
E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

Forest bird ringing is always exciting. We all know how difficult it is to get
good views of forest birds. More often than
not they are only partially visible through
the tangles of dense vegetation they inhabit, or they flit about high in the canopy.
So, forest bird ringing gives us the opportunity to get to see these somewhat elusive birds close-up.
We (Billy Attard, Quentin Hagens,
Marianne McKenzie and I) visited Kurisa
Moya on 19 August 2018 for some ringing,
the main aim being to catch some sunbirds

Svana and Maria at their bush lab.
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An immature Green Twinspot.

for two visiting scientists, Svana Rogalla
and Rhea Maesele, from Ghent University
in Belgium (see the Bird Briefs
section in this issue). Kurisa
Moya is situated not far from
the picturesque Magoebaskloof. It has some spectacular indigenous Northern Mistbelt Forests and is home to some real
forest specials: Black-fronted
Bushshrike, Crowned Eagle,
Green Twinspot, and Buff-spotted Flufftail to name a few. Kurisa Moya is also a well-established ringing locality and there
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

is always the possibility of some interesting
recaptures.
We arrived at the farm around 3:30
am and immediately got going as we
wanted to have the nets up and open at
dawn. As luck would have it, the nets were
ready for action in time, and the action
turned out to be more than 60 Cape Whiteeyes caught in the net as they left the forest for the day’s foraging! While Billy and
Quentin assisted trainee ringer Marianne
with the ringing, I knuckled down with the
white-eyes. Once they were processed, I
joined the rest of the team and could marvel at the forest beauties.
The conditions were ideal for ringing: clears skies, not too hot and hardly a
breath of wind. This meant we had a steady
flow of birds during the day and although
we were busy throughout the day, we

Forest Canary.
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were never really pressured by the numbers building up. Some of the noteworthy
catches included a female and a couple of
juvenile Green Twinspots, some Redbacked Mannikins (adults and juveniles),
two Forest Canaries and a female Blackfronted Bushshrike.
We ringed a total of 132 birds representing 17 species. The catches were
dominated by Cape White-eyes (93 birds
ringed and six retraps). There were 11 retraps representing five species: Cape
White-eyes (6), Bar-throated Apalis (2),
Lemon Dove (1), Southern Double-collared
Sunbird (1), and Forest Canary (1). Some of
the interesting retraps are briefly highlighted below. Bar-throated Apalis
(L49396) ringed as an adult bird at the
same site on 13 February 2013 by Mr MJ
Mcluskie. The time elapsed between the
two dates was 5y, 6m, 6d. Lemon Dove
(D76386) was also ringed on 13 February
2013 by Mr MJ Mcluskie at the same site
and the time elapsed was also 5y, 6m, 6d.
Cape White-eye (AP39494) was ringed by
Ms K Dixon at Kurisa Moya on 13 February

This Lemon Dove was retrapped 5½ years after it was
first ringed at Kurisa Moya.
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This female Black-fronted Bushshrike was the Catch of the Day. This is only the 7th record of the species in the SAFRING
database.

2013 and the time elapsed was also 5y, 6m,
6d. All the other retraps were ringed by me
on various dates between February and
June 2016 at Kurisa Moya.

On behalf of the ringers, I’d like to thank
Lisa Martus at Kurisa Moya for her hospitality and granting us permission to ring at
this spot.

Catch of the day? It will have to go
to the female Black-fronted Bushshrike,
only the 7th record of the species in the
SAFRING database.
A full list of species ringed can be
seen in the summary report below.
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RINGING REPORT SUMMARY
2018/08/19

Ringing site

Kurisa Moya Nature Lodge

Date

GPS

23°48'16"S; 29°56'28"E

Altitude (masl)

1615

Name of outing leader

Derek Engelbrecht

SAFRING nr.

1245

Other registered ringers

Billy Attard (#1402); Quentin Hagen (1241); Marianne McKenzie (trainee)

Habitat types targeted

Northern Mistbelt Forest

Weather conditions

Cool early morning. Rest of the day fine and mild.

Total number of nets erected

14 Total length (m)
x6m

Net lengths

x 9m

14 x 12m

168
x20m

6:22 Time last net closed

Time first net up
Height of bottom shellf

1m

Other traps used

None
Birds ringed

SAFRING nr.

Species

545 Dark-capped Bulbul

15:45

Birds retrapped
Adult

Ring nr.
4

D76386

Roberts nr.

Species

322 Lemon Dove

547 Yellow-streaked Greenbul

3

AR97758

622 Bar-throated Apalis

551 Sombre Greenbul

1

L49396

622 Bar-throated Apalis

578 Chorister Robin-Chat

3

L97348

581 Cape Robin-Chat

4

AR79624

760 Southern Double-collared Sunbird
858 Forest Canary

622 Bar-throated Apalis

1

AP39494

1172 Cape White-eye

625 Yellow-breasted Apalis

1

AR39494

1172 Cape White-eye

672 Cape Batis

1

AR79696

1172 Cape White-eye

717 Olive Bushshrike

1

AR79733

1172 Cape White-eye

720 Black-fronted Bushshrike

1

AR79962

1172 Cape White-eye

760 Southern Double-collared Sunbird

4

AR97764

1172 Cape White-eye

824 Red-backed Mannikin

4

825 Swee Waxbill

4

827 Green Twinspot

3

833 African Firefinch

2

858 Forest Canary

2

1172 Cape White-eye

93

Total number ringed
Number of species ringed
Total birds caught

Red-backed Mannikin.
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132 Total number retrapped

11

17 Species retrapped
143 % Retraps

5
7.7

Yellow-breasted Apalis.
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Zoology students at UL get a closer
look at birds
Derek Engelbrecht
E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

A former colleague and world-renowned frog expert, Prof Les Minter, once
told me: ‘Biology is the study of life. Instead
of looking at animals in bottles or bones
stored away in cupboards, let your students experience live animals, hear them,
see them, feel them’. This was very valuable advice as I have seen over the years
what a difference it makes to ‘get out of
the closet’. So, every September, it is time
to teach my second year Zoology students
at the University of Limpopo about birds,
and what better way to do it than by giving

A male Chinspot Batis.

them a ringing demonstration and showing
them wild birds in the hand.
This year’s practical ringing demonstration was done on the 4th September. As
the ringing station can get quite busy, I
asked Quentin Hagens to assist with the
ringing and also to tell the students about
ringing in general. I was still opening the
nets at dawn when we already had our first

Quentin Hagens showing some of the Zoology students the procedures during bird ringing.
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Little Bee-eater.

bird in the nets, a White-browed Scrub
Robin. This was followed by a steady
stream of birds throughout the morning
and afternoon.

first ringed during a ringing session on 20
August 2018 not far from this site (<200 m).
A pair of Blue Waxbills were captured together on 16 February 2018 at the same

Between Quentin and I, we ringed
65 birds of 20 species. Southern Masked
Weavers dominated the catch (18 birds
ringed), followed by Scaly-feathered
Finches and Green-winged Pytilia sharing
second place with seven individuals each
and Blue Waxbills were third with six individuals. Other ringing highlights on the day
included some real beauties: Little Beeeater, Barred Wren-warbler, five Chinspot
Batisses, and a male Scarlet-chested Sunbird.
We caught ten retraps representing
seven species. Most of the retraps were
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Barred Wren-warbler - always special!
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site and retrapped once again together on
the 4th September. The days elapsed were
6m, 19d. An Orange-breasted Bushshrike
was also ringed on 16 February 2018 and

recaptured during the current ringing session, making the days elapsed also 6m,
19d.

RINGING REPORT SUMMARY
Ringing site

University of Limpopo (VC Lane)

Date

GPS

23°52'56"S; 29°44'32"E

Altitude (masl)

1314

Name of outing leader

Derek Engelbrecht

SAFRING nr.

1245

Other registered ringers

Quentin Hagen (1241)

Habitat types targeted

Acacia scrub

Weather conditions

Clear skies and fine to warm with a slight breeze.

Total number of nets erected

2018/09/04

8 Total length (m)
x6m

Net lengths

x 9m

8 x 12m

96
x20m

6:15 Time last net closed

Time first net up
Height of bottom shellf

1m

Other traps used

None
Birds ringed

SAFRING nr.

Species

15:30

Birds retrapped
Adult

390 Speckled Mousebird

Ring nr.
4

Roberts nr.

5A14266

Species

317 Laughing Dove

402 Brown-hooded Kingfisher

1

AR79887

621 Long-billed Crombec

410 Little Bee-eater

1

AR97845

621 Long-billed Crombec

586 Kalahari Scrub Robin

1

AR97887

621 Long-billed Crombec

588 White-browed Scrub Robin

1

AR79888

649 Tawny-flanked Prinia

614 Barred Wren-Warbler

1

BJ13825

719 Orange-breasted Bushshrike

661 Marico Flycatcher

2

AR97810

789 Scaly-feathered Finch

673 Chinspot Batis

5

AR97818

830 Green-winged Pytilia

709 Southern Boubou

1

L97122

839 Blue Waxbill

714 Brown-crowned Tchagra

1

L97130

839 Blue Waxbill

763 White-bellied Sunbird

1

774 Scarlet-chested Sunbird

1

789 Scaly-feathered Finch

7

791 Spectacled Weaver

1

797 Village Weaver

1

803 Southern Masked Weaver

18

830 Green-winged Pytilia

7

835 Jameson's Firefinch

2

839 Blue Waxbill

6

1104 Karoo Thrush

3

Total number ringed

65 Total number retrapped

Number of species ringed

20 Species retrapped

Total birds caught

75 % Retraps

Orange-breasted Bushshrike.
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Long-billed Crombec.

10
7
7.5

Kalahari Scrub Robin.
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Long live birds, long live! The Class of 2018.

Spring Ring 2018: Polokwane Game
Reserve
Derek Engelbrecht
E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

Birdlife Polokwane’s annual Spring
Ring took place on Saturday the 6th October 2018. This popular event is one of two
bird ringing demonstrations presented by
registered bird ringers and is open to the
public. This year’s team comprised of myself, Billy Attard and Quentin Hagens as
registered ‘A-permit’ ringers, and three ‘Cpermit’ trainee ringers; Daniel Engelbrecht, Leonie Kellerman and Marianne
McKenzie.

Billy, Daniel and I were at
the ringing site at 3:30, hoping to have the
nets up and open at the crack of dawn. We
had a bit of a slow start as I forgot my headlamp at home and putting up mist nets using a cellphone’s torch is not fun. Anyway,
shortly before sunrise all the nets were finally up and open.
Things got off to a good start when
a Hamerkop flew into the net and some
quick action from Daniel secured it before
it could escape. This was followed shortly

Phew! A quiet moment at the ringing station after the morning rush.
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Spurfowl, but I let it slip
through my hands: like father but NOT like son!
Let’s just blame it on an
absence of caffeine in my
system at that stage.
After a very, very
cold start, the rest of the
day actually turned out
beautiful and ideal for
ringing. We had a steady
stream of a variety of species and at no stage were
Ringing a Hamerkop is a 2-man job. Here Quintin is lending Marianne a helping hand to
we pressured to close
ring the bird, which was also the Catch of the Day.
some nets or speed up
by a Blacksmith Lapwing and, once again,
the processing of birds. This gave the ringthe nimble-footed Daniel got to it before it
ers some quality time with the trainees and
could escape. Daniel also learnt what exI am sure they all learnt a lot on the day.
actly a carpal spur is – ouch! We would
have had another ‘biggy’ in the net, a Natal
At the end of the day, we ringed
110 birds representing 31 species, a new
Spring Ring record in terms of species richness! Well done ringers! Blue Waxbills (33)
topped the table as the most ringed species, followed by Laughing Doves (13) and
Green-winged Pytilias (8). As can be expected from a regular ringing station, there
were quite a few retraps. Some of the interesting retraps were a Violet-eared Waxbill (ringed by Billy Attard on 9 September
2017 at the same locality), two Greenwinged Pytilias (#1 ringed by Billy Attard on
9 September 2017 at the same locality; #2
ringed by Quentin Hagens on 20 September 2017 at the same locality), two Blue
Waxbills (#1 ringed by Quentin Hagens on
19 September 2017 at the same locality; #2
ringed by Quentin Hagens on 20 SeptemBlacksmith Lapwing. Check out that carpal spur!
ber 2018 at the same locality), and a
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Golden-breasted Bunting ringed by
Quentin Hagens on 20 September 2017 at
the same locality).
Catch of the Day? There were several contenders: Hamerkop, Blacksmith
Lapwing, Grey Go-away Bird, Common
Scimitarbill and Burt-necked Eremomela,
to name but a few, but in the end, the honour must go to the Hamerkop. This is the

first ringing record of this species in the Polokwane Game Reserve.
We wish to thank the management
of the Polokwane Game Reserve, in particular Mr Edward Hutamo and Ms Jane
Mabaso for their assistance with the arrangements and support of the event.

Some of the birds ringed during Spring Ring 2018. From left to right, top to bottom: Marico
Flycatcher; White-bellied Sunbird; Brown-crowned Tchagra; Golden-breasted Bunting;
Hamerkop; Violet-eared Waxbill; Brown-hooded Kingfisher; Burnt-necked Eremomela; Ashy
Tit; Grey Go-away Bird; Common Scimitarbill; Great Sparrow.
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RINGING REPORT SUMMARY
Ringing site

Polokwane Game Reserve (Aloe Ridge Dam) Date

GPS

23°56'31"S; 29°27'46"E

Altitude (masl)

1300

Name of outing leader

Derek Engelbrecht

SAFRING nr.

1245

Other registered ringers

Quentin Hagens (1241); Billy Attard (1402)

Habitat types targeted

Acacia scrub

Weather conditions

Clear skies and fine to warm with a slight breeze.

Total number of nets erected

2018/10/06

25 Total length (m)
x6m

Net lengths

x 9m

25 x 12m

300
x20m

6:15 Time last net closed

Time first net up
Height of bottom shellf

1m

Other traps used

None
Birds ringed

SAFRING nr.

Species

72 Hamerkop

15:30

Birds retrapped
Adult

Ring nr.
1

Roberts nr.

5A14317

Species

316 Cape Turtle Dove

245 Blacksmith Lapwing

1

FH19347

586 Kalahari Scrub Robin

314 Red-eyed Dove

1

AB37698

621 Violet-eared Waxbill

316 Cape Turtle Dove

3

FB50308

642 Rattling Cisticola

317 Laughing Dove

13

A104050

830 Green-winged Pytilia

318 Namaqua Dove

1

L96393

830 Green-winged Pytilia

339 Grey Go-away Bird

1

L96391

839 Blue Waxbill

402 Brown-hooded Kingfisher

1

N04521

839 Blue Waxbill

421 Common Scimitarbill

1

L96395

514 Ashy Tit

2

AS10808

552 Kurrichane Thrush

2

582 White-throated Robin-Chat

2

586 Kalahari Scrub Robin

1

588 White-browed Scrub Robin

1

601 Burnt-necked Eremomela

1

621 Long-billed Crombec

1

642 Rattling Cisticola

1

661 Marico Flycatcher

2

673 Chinspot Batis

3

714 Brown-crowned Tchagra

1

763 White-bellied Sunbird

2

780 White-browed Sparrow-weaver

3

785 Great Sparrow

3

789 Scaly-feathered Finch

6

792 Lesser Masked Weaver

2

803 Southern Masked Weaver

5

830 Green-winged Pytilia
839 Blue Waxbill
840 Violet-eared Waxbill
874 Golden-breasted Bunting
4142 Southern Grey-headed Sparrow
Total number ringed
Number of species ringed
Total birds caught
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839 Blue Waxbill
874 Golden-breasted Bunting

8
33
3
2
3
110 Total number retrapped
31 Species retrapped
120 % Retraps

10
8
8.3
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Unusual bill deformation in a Redeyed Bulbul
Dawid H. De Swardt

BE89821) was captured on the 18th September. The tip of its upper mandible was
broken off (not a recent injury) and, after
close examination, it was confirmed to be
an old break. Unfortunately, no mass or
any other measurements were taken, but
the bird seemed to be in good condition.
For the record

E-mail: dawie@nasmus.co.za

Species ringed: 26 species

During a field trip with two researchers of Ghent University in Belguim
(Svana Rogalla and Rhea Maesele) to capture sunbird species at Biddulphsberg near
Senekal in the eastern Free State from 1720 September 2018, an unusual looking
Red-eyed Bulbul (SAFRING ring number

Individuals ringed: 80 birds
Most ringed species: Fiscal Flycatcher (13)
Number of retraps: 5 individuals
Number of species retrapped: 4 species
Oldest retrap: Cape Robin-Chat (8y, 9m, 26d). Ringed by
Martin Potgieter at the same site on 28 November 2009.

The Red-eyed Bulbul with a malformed bill, probably an old injury.
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BIRD OF THE MONTH
African Paradise Flycatcher Terpsiphone viridis
In my opinion, there are few birds
that can rival the beauty of the spectacular
African Paradise Flycatcher. Its melodious
call and ablaze colouration also make it my
favourite migratory bird. There is more to
this bird than meets the eye and that is certainly saying something! Arriving in sum-

grey-blue underparts and of course the
striking azure bill and eye-ring. In southern
Africa, there are no similar looking species
and therefore confusion is almost impossible. However, due care must be taken
when distinguishing between the calls of
the similar-sounding Blue-mantled Crested

The African Paradise Flycatcher.

mer from its wintering grounds in central
Africa, both sexes are unmistakable. Males
are equipped with two extremely long rustorange tail feathers which can be seen
clearly throughout the breeding season.
Females lack the long tail but also have the
same rust-orange upperparts and wings,
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Flycatcher (inhabiting forests almost exclusively). Throughout the rest of Africa and
Asia, a further 16 species of Paradise Flycatcher occur with the Asian species looking most like our African Paradise Flycatcher. When it comes to habitat, thick
wooded areas such as riparian bush,
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

coastal bush, forest and well-established
gardens are most favoured. Often its presence in gardens is betrayed by its distinctive high-pitched call (jig-see, jigg-see!)
and if one is lucky the birds may proceed to
breed in the garden. The simple cupshaped nest is constructed using fine grade
materials such as stripped bark and small
sticks, bound together with spider-silk and
decorated with great care using lichens on
the outside. According to studies, the nest
is usually constructed on sloping branches
of large shady trees between two and four
metres above ground. Towards mid - summer, the pair will lay between 2 and 4 eggs,
which will be incubated by both sexes in
about 30-minute shifts until they hatch 15
days later. Being largely insectivorous,
both parents will take turns feeding the
nestlings on this high protein diet until they
fledge about 14 days later. Once again, as
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mentioned above, the African Paradise Flycatcher is one bird that deserves a second
look and maybe even a third!
Where and when?
Being an intra-African migrant, the
African Paradise Flycatcher is seen almost
exclusively in the summer months between October and March. It favours gardens and other wooded habitats and
shouldn’t be too difficult for anyone to
find!

The exquisitely decorated nest of an African Paradise Flycatcher.
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REGULARS
BIRD BRIEFS
Cats and biodiversity loss
Ali Halajian
E-mail: ali_hal572002@yahoo.com

The domestic cat Felis catus is a carnivorous mammal often valued by humans
for companionship and their ability to hunt
rodents. However, in recent years this ability has been questioned by researchers in
different countries. Several studies across
the world have shown that predation by
pet and feral cats is a major cause of mortality for wildlife like birds and reptiles, and
as such it is a threat to biodiversity globally.
Recently, a few comprehensive
studies were done in Australia to study the
impacts of cats on birds (Woinarski et al.
2017) and reptiles (Woinarski et al. 2018).
Since their first introduction in Australia in
1788, feral cats have spread across the entire continent and even most of the islands.
They have been implicated in the decline
and extinction of many native mammal
species. It is estimated that feral cats in
Australia typically consume 272 million
birds per year, although it differs a little
among different seasons and regions. Add
to this staggering amount the number of
birds killed by domestic cats, and the scale
of the problem really strikes home! About
99% of these mortalities are native bird
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species. With regard to reptiles, it was estimated that feral cats kill 466 million reptiles a year in Australia, but this too varies
among years as it depends on changes in
cat population demographics (Woinarski et
al. 2018). These estimates are broadly
comparable to recent assessments for Canada, but are less than those reported for
the United States, which has a much larger
population of feral cats.
In South Africa
Research is lacking on the extent to
which cats are affecting our wildlife, but as
South Africa is one of the most biodiverse
countries in the world, this issue must be
taken seriously in future studies.
In a study that was done on Marion
Island on the stomach contents of feral
cats (Van Aarde 1980) it was shown that
these exotic predators mainly feed on nocturnal burrowing petrels. Another issue the
feral and domestic cats can potentially
cause in South Africa is hybridization with
African Wild Cats. This has the potential to
ultimately threaten the survival of the African Wild Cat.
Before an assessment can be made
of the scope of the issues, an estimation of
the population of feral cats is a necessary
step.
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

Control
Because of the impacts on native
wildlife populations, the control of cats,
specifically feral cats, has been considered
by conservationists. In Australia this has recently become a priority for conservation
policy and management.
Although different methods have
been used for the control of cats, the most
effective control measures are those instituted by the cat’s owners, e.g. keeping cats
indoors when not at home, and under
close scrutiny when you are, but also neutering cats to control their population.
Control by means of eradication is not a
feasible option in a country with open borders like South Africa, but is the best solution for biodiversity hotspots such as islands.
One of the most successful cat
eradication programs was carried out on
Marion Island (Bester et al. 2002). This was
achieved by a combination of biological
control (with a feline virus) as the primary
control measure, hunting as the secondary
control measure and intensive trapping
and poisoning as tertiary control measures.
This integrated approach led to the final
eradication of cats from Marion Island in
1991.
And what can we do?
•

•

Keeping our domestic cats indoors as
much as possible, especially when they
are not supervised,
Assist sterilization campaigns for controlling the population of feral cats,
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•

•
•

Not keeping or introducing domestic
cats to nature reserves, national parks
or biodiversity hotspots,
Don’t feed feral cats at the workplace
or elsewhere,
Clear rubbish and litter that may harbour rodents and sustain a feral cat
population.
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Buff-spotted Flufftail - special birds
Hugh Chittenden
E-mail: hugh@rarebirds.co.za

For those wanting to catch a first
glimpse of Buff-spotted Flufftail, they can
be one of the most frustrating birds to get
a clear view of, especially when they give
their mournful call just meters away from
you and you see nothing but leaves and
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The frustratingly secretive Buff-spotted Flufftail.

are more cryptically plumaged than males,
branches. One of the reasons for this is bethey just seem warier, especially when it
cause they are fantastic ventriloquists with
comes to bird baths in urban gardens
the ability to very successfully 'throw' their
where males are usually much more concall all the way around you when they are
fiding and willing to come out into the
probably perched right above you!! They
open. Well, slightly more into the open!
are mostly secretive, retiring birds confined to dense thickets
and are invariably silent
except between October and January. No
wonder they are often
so high on the 'want' list
of beginner birders.
Flufftails call mostly at
night, particularly in
misty conditions when
sound travels further,
and this gives their pres- A female Buff-spotted Flufftail turning her eggs.
ence away.
Quite a few years ago, during the
pre-digital era, I was kindly invited to erect
I find it interesting that males are
a hide near a nest in a garden on the outseen and photographed far more often
skirts of Melmoth, KwaZulu-Natal. The imthan females. From my own field experiage above shows the female turning the
ence, I think I have seen 4-5 males for every
eggs.
female that I have managed to get a
glimpse of. That's not just because females
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Buff-spotted Flufftail chicks splashing about in a garden bird bath.

More recently, I was lucky to be
able to photograph chicks bathing. These
minute 2.5 cm precocial balls of fluff are always on the move and love a 'splash' in
shallow water.
Moving on to an important part of
this short note, I'd like to highlight the

A male Buff-spotted Flufftail brooding its chicks.
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plight of our urban Buff-spotted Flufftail
population.
If you live in an area where Buff-spotted
Flufftails occur and you have feral cats in
the vicinity, you definitely won't have
Buff-spotted Flufftails as a garden bird!
Many urban and semi-urban areas have a
massive feral cat problem - it's an anthropogenic problem that we need to manage
better if we want to protect our urban
wildlife. Many owners of well-vegetated
gardens don't know they host feral cats because unowned cats hunt mostly at night
when most of us are comfortably tucked
away in our homes and don't see the extent of the problem.
The only possible positive to a feral
cat presence is rodent control (if there is a
rat problem), and owls normally control rodent populations very effectively. But the
negatives, I'm afraid, far outnumber the
positives! Their tally on birdlife is huge, especially on crepuscular species such as
flufftails. If you live in a potential flufftail
area and don't hear flufftails in your neighbourhood, you probably have a feral cat
population that you don't know about.
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Apart from birds, feral cats also
feed on chameleons and other urban wildlife. Sterilizing unowned cats doesn't entirely solve the problem because although
it does stop reproduction, it doesn't stop
them feeding on our wildlife.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
suggests that free-ranging domestic cats
(mostly unowned) are the top humancaused threat to wildlife in the United
States, killing an estimated 1.3 to 4 billion
birds annually and this far exceeds any
other human-influenced cause of avian
death, such as pesticides or collisions with
windows.
In the UK it is estimated that cats
catch up to 275 million prey items a year,
of which 55 million are birds. A high proportion of these captures can be attributed
to the feral cat population.
Feral cats take a huge toll on wild
bird populations, and because Buff-spotted Flufftails are crepuscular and often occur in urban communities, the impact on
them is greater than on other bird species.
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Streaky-headed Seedeater using
Bugweed as a source of nest material
Derek Engelbrecht
E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

While atlassing in the Woodbush
region in September 2018, I noticed a
Streaky-headed Seedeater collecting nesting material from a Bugweed Solanum
mauritanium. The seedeater used its bill to
scrape the woolly, felt-like hair from the
stems of new growth. It repeatedly returned to the same bush to collect more
material.

in short, means it is a bad species. The fruit
is consumed by many frugivorous species,
e.g. African Olive Pigeon, Dark-capped Bulbul etc., which then serve as dispersal
agents by spreading the seeds in their
droppings. Interestingly, the unripe berries
are toxic and the velvety hairs are known
to be a dermatological and respiratory irritant, especially during clearing operations.
Although the negatives of Bugweed
far outweigh the positives, the fruit is often
cited as a positive aspect as it is a source of
food to a multitude of animals. However,
the use of the velvety hairs of Bugweed for
nest lining seems to be a novel use of this
alien invasive species by birds.

Bugweed is listed a Category 1b Alien Invasive Species in South Africa which,

The Life of Pê
Cornie Odendaal
E-mail: cornie@callidendron.co.za

A close-up view of a Bugweed stem showing the felt-like
hair on new growth (left) and the woolly material yielded
when scraped off a small area (right).
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During the summer of 2017, Mr and
Mrs Crested Barbet were renovating their
house in the trunk of a dead Broad-leaved
Coral Tree. However, along came an insensitive human on a tractor and drove over
the tree while mowing the tall grass in the
veld. We secured the branch with the nest
to a sturdy pole and before you know it,
the barbets had found the new location
and carried on with their lives.
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Enter Pê. While the Crested Barbets
were busy with their nest at the top of the
branch, a pair of Acacia Pied Barbets came
along and started hammering away at the
bottom of the same branch. The residents
on the top storey packed up and left, while
Pê kept hammering away. The fact that
there is not even one Acacia in sight does
not seem to perturb them. Ample Senegalia and Vachellia, not to mention several
other thorny trees, to which the birds obviously take a liking, help the area to live up
to the preferred habitat description of the
species, namely thornveld savannah. Thus,
they don’t seem to mind simply being
called Pied Barbets.
The Crested Barbets inspecting the holes on the secured
branch.

Then tragedy struck! Not a Bengal
Tiger, as in the movie, but an African Wild
Cat caught one of the Pied Barbets. The

Pê, the Acacia Pied Barbet, and his mate at work at their nest.
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partner sat and ‘cried’ in the nearby Spike
Thorn for a whole week – pê, pê, pê. The
show must go on. Lo and behold, another
partner came along, and life indeed does
go on. Soon two chicks were raised. Just as
soon, the two were sent on their way.
Time marches on, and the spring of
2018 rolls around. The Pê-couple is working on their nest again, but still their lives
are full of challenges and hazards. The
Black-collared Barbets arrived from nowhere and started terrorizing the Pê-pair.

Krrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr, Tok-tok-toktok-tok, krrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr, Tok-tok-tok. The
Crested Barbets are back. This time their
house plans are not so wise. They are hammering on a plank. Thus, the plank is removed and replaced with another piece of
dead Broad-leaved Coral Tree branch, sturdily attached to a pole.
To be continued, since this is obviously not the end of the story.

Spring 2018 saw a pair of Black-collared Barbets moving in and terrorizing Pê and his mate.
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Do shiny feathers reflect more
sunlight?
Svana Rogalla
E-mail: svana.rogalla@ugent.be

A male Marico Sunbird.

One colourful bird clade in South
Africa are the sunbirds. Their plumage colouration is produced by both, structural
and pigmentary colours. The working
group Evolution and Optics of Nanostructures (EON) at Ghent University, in collaboration with the CL.I.M.E Lab, Stellenbosch
University, lately found that the structural
iridescent colours in sunbird feathers absorb more light in the near infrared than
the pigmentary colours (Shawkey et al.
2017). Since the near infrared forms a big
part of the solar radiation that reaches the
earth’s
surface
(~55%), we want to
test whether the
higher
absorption
leads to a quicker
heating of structural
coloured feathers and
whether this has an
impact on the bird’s
body temperature. For
the tiny sunbirds, a
quicker heating in the
early morning hours
after a cold night could
lead to an energetical
Joe and Jade Grosel (front) and Daniel Engelbrecht (back) taking a closer look at our field
laboratory and the thermal camera images.
advantage.

Birds are known for their highly colourful plumage. These colours are produced by two main mechanisms: pigments
and tiny little structures, known as
nanostructures. Pigments selectively absorb light with melanins producing grey,
brown or black colours and carotenoids
producing red, yellow or orange colours.
Structural colours are produced by coherent light scattering on nanostructure level,
whereby colour may vary with a change of
the viewing angle.
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plumage absorbs more heat and that this
would lead to an increase in body temperature.
In our study we investigate feather
colouration of 12 sunbird species in different habitat types all over South Africa. The
field sites were defined with the amazing
help of local bird ringers. In Limpopo we
had a great field season together with the
ringers Derek Engelbrecht, Billy Attard,
Marianne McKenzie and Quinten Hagen. In
the Polokwane-Tzaneen region we caught
74 sunbirds representing seven species, including Amethyst, White-bellied, Marico
and Collared Sunbirds. The next step will
be analyzing the feather samples and thermal images. We are very curious to see the
results!
Thermal images of a sunbird showing temperature
changes.
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Nomads on the move: Monotonous
Lark in the southern Free State
Dawid H. de Swardt
E-mail: dawie@nasmus.co.za

Monotonous Larks are best known
for their irruptive nature and, as their
name suggests, monotonous calls (Dean
2005). Their nomadic lives make it difficult
to track their movements: they often appear from nowhere in areas experiencing
above average rainfall in the savannah biome, breed, and then disappear again
(Dean 2005). Although typical of the arid
and semi-arid savannahs (hence the Afri-

kaans name Bosveld Lewerik), they are opportunists and may from time to time appear in areas well away from their core distribution range, but still closely associated
with the savannah biome (Harrison 1997).
This note reports on a few recent
observations of Monotonous Lark in the
grasslands of the southern Free State and
other sightings of this species during the
SABAP2 period, i.e. 2007 to present. During
a field trip to the south of Smithfield (farm
Traacha: 30°17’44”S; 26°32’19”E) from 2123 March 2018, I observed Monotonous
Larks in a dense grassland area with low,
wooded hills dominated by Olea spp.
On the morning of 22 March 2018,
while doing curational fieldwork, I heard
the typical “tho - o – tre” call of Monotonous Larks. I had seen one more than 30

SABAP2 distriubution records of Monotonous Lark. The arrows point to Traacha farm in the Free State and the record
from Ezulu Private Game Reserve north of Grahamstown in the Eastern Cape. These records show the extensive southerly
movement of Monotonous Larks in the 2017/18 breeding season.
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The habitat at Traacha farm near Smithfield in the southern Free State where Monotonous Lark irrupted in March 2018.

years ago at Roodeplaat Dam Nature Reserve, Gauteng! I started walking towards
the area where the Monotonous Larks
were calling and displaying in an attempt
to obtain recordings and to collect a specimen for the skin collection of the Ornithology Department at the National Museum,
Bloemfontein. I subsequently located a
small group of at least three birds. I obtained a recording which was submitted to
the Xeno-canto recording database (see
XC407068; https://www.xeno-canto.org).
The male was calling and displaying for
more than an hour!
The presence of Monotonous Larks
near Smithfield represents the most southeasterly distribution record for this species
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in the SABAP2 database. Interestingly, Alan
Collett recorded two Monotonous Larks in
pentad 3040_2525 near the Gariep Dam on
14 March 2018 in similar dense and tall
grassy areas with scattered bushes. Earlier,
in November 2017, a couple of birds were
recorded 50 kilometres north of Grahamstown (Hardaker 2017). The ‘usual’ edge of
their distribution area near the Free State
is the Kimberley area. Records of this species in the Free State are sparse: two records just east of Kimberley (but in the Free
State) in pentads 2845_2455 (Stainthorpe,
1 December 2009) and 2850_2450 (Lowney, 22 March 2018), and another just east
of Petrusburg in pentad 2905_2530 (Nuttall, 10 December 2009). The closest record
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of Monotonous Larks to the Traacha irruption was about 175 km away (as the lark
flies).
The central and southern Free State
received above-average rainfall during the
latter parts of the 2017/18 wet season,
adding support to the general notion that
the species’ breeding irruptions are closely
coupled to above-average rainfall in a
given area (Dean 2005). Be that as it may,
the extension of this species breeding
range to the southern areas of the grassland biome is of interest. It is worth noting
that its close congener, Melodious Lark M.
cheniana, which is mostly associated with
climax grassland, were also observed at
Traacha farm. Monotonous and Melodius
Larks seldom occur together as they prefer
different habitats; bushveld savannah vs
grassland (Harrison 1997). The presence of

these two species at the same locality is
therefore somewhat of an anomaly. These
unusually southerly observations of Monotonous Larks recorded in the 2017/2018
wet season bears testimony to the nomadic nature of this species. It would be interesting to see if these records represent
once-offs or if it reflects changing climatic
and rainfall patterns in the subregion.
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Monotonous Lark in display flight.
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It fed on the stork for a bit but when another car arrived it took the stork in one of
its feet and pulled it around the tree to a
more sheltered area.

Verreaux’s Eagle-Owl with an unusually big appetite
Minkie Prinsloo
E-mail: wildlifestudio1@gmail.com

This owl’s eyes are bigger than its
stomach. This was what I thought on a trip
to the Kruger National Park with my family
in July this year. We stayed in Sirheni, and
late one afternoon while heading back to
camp, I spotted a Verreaux’s Eagle-Owl on
top of something under a tree. Upon closer
inspection I discovered it was a Black Stork!

About 30 m from the tree, the
ground was strewn with feathers, so I presumed the owl caught the stork on its own.
Back at camp I read up on this as I could not
believe that an eagle-owl would catch a
stork. It appears this owl species is very opportunistic; they respond to disturbances
and to the calling of smaller owl species.
Their known prey species range from insects and warblers to half-grown Vervet
Monkeys, warthog piglets, hedgehogs,
fruit bats, bushbabies, reptiles and amphibians to Secretarybird, flamingos, her-

The Verreaux's Eagle-Owl with its unusual prey - a Black Stork!
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Verreaux’s Eagle-Owl enjoying stork – not of the margarine kind – for lunch.

ons and other large birds like diurnal raptors and even other owl species, including
Pel’s Fishing Owl. Here is another addition
to its long list of prey items.

The 2018 African Skimmer breeding
season in the Limpopo Province –
an update
Derek and Daniel Engelbrecht
E-mail: faunagalore@gmail.com

Following on the bumper breeding
year for African Skimmers in the Limpopo
Province in 2017 (Engelbrecht 2017), the
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2018 breeding season seems to have been
another successful year. Here I will briefly
summarise what we know of the 2018
breeding season in the Limpopo Province.
Since June, sightings of African
Skimmers started appearing on the South
African Rare Bird Alert service: two birds
were seen at Nyamithi Pan in Ndumo
Game Reserve (KZN) in June, five birds
were seen at Phalabowa in mid-July, three
birds were recorded near Tzaneen at the
end of July, two were seen (and photographed mating) at Argyle Dam in the Umbabat Reserve (Mpumalanga) in mid-August, and more recently, 10 birds (adults
and fledglings) were recorded at Middle
Letaba Dam near Tzaneen, and a single individual was seen at Hudson Ntsanwisi
Dam in October.
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

As far as can be established, breeding was recorded at three sites in 2018:
Letaba Estates (also bred here in 2017),
Middle Letaba Dam and Hudson Ntsanwisi
Dam (both new breeding localities). Unfortunately, we have no information about
the Phalaborwa site where they bred successfully in 2017.
Letaba Estates
Although three birds arrived together, one individual left a week or so after their arrival. On 28 August 2018, Johan
Botma reported two eggs and, on the 1st
September, we recorded a clutch of four
eggs and the pair was incubating. Unfortunately, this nest was flooded between the
10th and 13th September but within a day
or two the parents were already at it again,
scraping a new nest.

The replacement brood of African Skimmers at Letaba
Estates with a day-old chick and three eggs. Note the egg
on the left has been pipped. Letaba Estates, 15 October
2018. © Johan Botma.

incubation period reported here is therefore slightly longer than the average of
21.4 ± 0.6 days reported by Vial (1995). In
the end, three of the four eggs in this clutch
hatched and all three chicks were still doing well on 26 October 2018.
Middle Letaba Dam

The first clutch of four eggs of the African Skimmers at
Letaba Estates. Unfortunately, this nest got flooded but
the pair re-laid another clutch of four eggs within a few
days.

On 21 September 2018, the pair
started laying again and a quick check on
the 26th September showed another clutch
of four eggs. The first chick of this clutch
hatched on the 14th October 2018, making
it an incubation period of 23 days, assuming incubation starts after laying of the first
egg in a clutch (Del Hoyo et al. 1996). The
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On the 23d September, Geoff Goetsch reported eight adult African Skimmers and
two fledglings from Middle Letaba Dam.
Samson Mulaudzi visited the dam on the
27th September and found eight adults and
three fledglings. Interestingly, he found a
nest with one newly hatched chick and two
unhatched eggs. On the 5th October 2018,
we visited Middle Letaba Dam with Samson Mulaudzi. It wasn’t long before we located the three fledglings and when they
The Lark 20, November/December 2018

The parents responded aggressively to
a Yellow-billed Kite passing overhead, our cue
that there may well be a
nest or chicks in the vicinity. Well, we can confirm
that the two eggs in the
nest Samson had found
did indeed hatch but, unfortunately, we found
two very young African
Skimmer chick corpses
The Clutch of '18. Three juvenile African Skimmers at Middle Letaba Dam in October
not far from the nest. Af2018. Note the one in the middle already skimming!
rican Skimmers are
flew off, we smiled when we saw the one
known to abandon their nests after the
juvenile living up to its name – skimming
first chick hatches, and it is likely the rethe surface.
maining chicks succumbed to exposure

Two adult African Skimmers harassing a Yellow-billed Kite passing over their nesting area at Middle Letaba Dam.
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The 'missing' African Skimmer chick at Middle Letaba Dam, perfectly camouflaged in a shallow scrape next to a small forb.

and/or starvation (Roberts 1976; Coppinger et al. 1988). If the remaining chick is
alive, we thought, it had to be considerably
bigger than the corpses of the two chicks
we found as it would have been about two
weeks old already.
We started searching the shore and
floodplain as the featureless landscape
would make it easy to find the chick if it
was around – or so we thought. After an
exhaustive search, we resigned ourselves
to the fact that it must also have perished.
We were walking back towards the car
when, to our great relief, Samson found
the ‘missing’ chick. Lying absolutely motionless, and with eyes open slits only, it
was perfectly camouflaged next to a small
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forb and against the backdrop of the beach
sand.
Hudson Ntsanwisi Dam
Samson Mulaudzi confirmed the
presence of at least one adult at this locality north-east of Giyani on 8 October 2018.
Furthermore, he also found a skimmer nest
containing egg shells. It is possible that
there may be more individuals present at
the dam and the possibility of some more
chicks cannot be discounted at this stage.
Threats
The biggest single threat to breeding African Skimmers at public dams in the
Limpopo Province is human disturbance.
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Many subsistence fishermen use these waters for fishing to supplement their diet.
Casual observations at these dams suggest
the local inhabitants are not specifically
targeting nesting skimmers or their chicks,
unlike in Botswana where people are
known to harvest the eggs of skimmers for
private consumption, and use the chicks as
bait for fishing (Coppinger et al. 1988)! Passive disturbance by fishermen at or near
the nests will undoubtedly compromise
successful breeding, as the eggs or young
are exposed to the elements when the parents are unable to attend their nests. In
this regard, it is worth mentioning the extent to which Johan Botma of Letaba Estates goes to protect the breeding pair
from human disturbance. Through Johan’s
actions, the entire peninsula where the
pair breeds is a no-go area and access is
strictly monitored. Well done Johan!

a National Rarity! At the time of writing
this, there had been at least two successful
breeding attempts at Middle Letaba Dam,
a third breeding attempt currently underway at Letaba Estates and a possible fourth
at Hudson Ntsanwisi Dam still has to be
confirmed.
References
Coppinger MP, Williams GD, Maclean GL 1988. Distribution and breeding biology of the African Skimmer on the
Upper and Middle Zambezi River. Ostrich 59: 85-96.
Del Hoyo J, Elliott A, Sargatal J 1996. Handbook of the
Birds of the World. Vol. 3. Lynx Edicions, Barcelona.
Engelbrecht D 2017. A bumper year for African Skimmers
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Roberts MG 1976. Belly-soaking and chick transport in
the African Skimmer. Ostrich 47:126.
Vial C 1995. The effect of boat disturbance on the distribution and breeding success of African Skimmer (Rhynchops flavirostris) in the Okavango Delta, Botswana. University of Otago Wildlife Management Report 76: 1-65.

To conclude, it seems as if 2018 was
another successful year by Limpopo Province standards – let’s not forget this bird is

astill

The African Skimmer breeding site at Letaba Estates is strictly off limits. Well done to the management of
Letaba Estates, in particular Johan Botma, for their efforts to protect the African Skimmers.
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Interesting recent sightings in the
Polokwane 100 km
16 August – 15 October 2018

2. Common Ringed Plover – 4 October 2018. Two
individuals at Hout River Dam (Daniel Engelbrecht).
3. Shelley’s Francolin – 9 October 2018. A small
covey seen at Hwiti Peak (Derek Engelbrecht).

Share your interesting sightings,
interactions, behaviour etc. seen in your
garden or elsewhere within a 100 km
radius of Polokwane. Please submit your
sightings to thelarknews@gmail.com and
include the date, locality and a brief writeup of your sighting. Photos are welcome
but will be used by the discretion of the
editors.
SABAP2 ORFs
1. White-backed Vulture – 9 October 2018. A single
individual soaring above Hwiti Peak (Greatheads)
(Derek Engelbrecht).
Best of the Rest
1. Bush Blackcap – 28 September 2018. A single bird
seen at Kurisa Moya (David Letsoalo). A real rarity
in the Limpopo Province.

Shelley’s Francolin. © Derek Engelbrecht

4. Karoo Thrush – 9 October 2018. A partially
leucistic individual seen in Welgelegen, Polokwane
(Daniel Engelbrecht).

Karoo Thrush. © Daniel Engelbrecht
Bush Blackcap. © David Letsoalo
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Migrant arrivals: 16 August – 15 October 2018
Derek Engelbrecht and Joe Grosel
The summer migrants are now well on their way and some have already arrived. We have
received notice of the following species so far. Please keep an eye or ear open for these and
send your record with a date and locality to either Joe or Derek. The bulk of the migrants will
arrive in September and October, so this is a very exciting time to be out there.
Species

Migrant

Observer

Date

Locality

European Bee-eater

Palaearctic

RVT

28 Sep

Polokwane suburbs

Willow Warbler

Palaearctic

dE

1 Oct

Polokwane suburbs

Violet-backed Starling

Intra-African

AP

11 Oct

Polokwane suburbs

Red-chested Cuckoo

Intra-African

JG

26 Sep

Tembele

White-rumped Swift

Intra-African

JG

27 Sep

Tembele

Diederik Cuckoo

Intra-African

JG

05 Oct

Tembele

AP – Annaliese Pretorius; dE – Daniel Engelbrecht; JG – Joe Grosel; RVT – Richter van Tonder.

Advertisement from: The Cape Naturalist Vol 1(5) 1938.
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SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW
Derek Engelbrecht
This series features an old (30+ years) and a new (less than five years old) bird-related article.
Something old
When I have a moment to take a breather on Hwiti Peak, I often sit and watch the swifts flying
above. They are truly masters of the air. I came across this interesting article on swifts by
Bruce Every in The Bee-eater 26(2): 8 of 1975.
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Something new
Most of us feed wild birds or have a bird bath. However, these feeders and baths can
become deadly to birds if not kept clean. But what is the best way to clean a bird bath? This
article used a scientific approach to answer the question.
Feliciano LM, Underwood TJ and Aruscavage DF 2018. The effectiveness of bird feeder cleaning methods with and without debris. The Wilson Journal of Ornithology 130:313-320.
Abstract
Although feeders provide supplementary food to wild birds, they can be a site of disease
transmission. Periodic cleaning of bird feeders is recommended to prevent disease transmission, but little is known about which cleaning methods are most effective. We determined
the effectiveness of 3 cleaning methods (scrubbing with soap and water, bleach soak, and
scrubbing with soap and water followed by a bleach soak) in removing Salmonella from feeders with debris from normal field use and without debris. Feeders were inoculated with Salmonella enterica in the lab and then swabbed before and after cleaning to determine the
percent reduction of Salmonella colony forming units (CFU/mL). All cleaning methods effectively reduced levels of Salmonella on feeders without debris, but the presence of debris significantly lowered the percent log reduction of Salmonella CFU/mL on feeders. The bleach
soak and the scrubbing with soap and water plus bleach soak methods had a significantly
higher percent reduction in Salmonella CFU/mL than the scrubbing with soap and water
method overall. A significant interaction between debris and cleaning method was noted,
however, indicating that the presence of debris greatly lowered the percent reduction of Salmonella CFU/mL on feeders cleaned with the scrubbing with soap and water method compared to other methods. Overall, we recommend either scrubbing with soap and water or a
bleach soak to clean feeders with minimal debris, but suggest a combination of these 2 cleaning methods if feeders have heavy debris or if diseased birds are known to be in the area.
If you would like to get a copy of this article, drop me a note and I will send you a copy.
Alternatively, you can contact the author directly at: underwoo@kutztown.edu
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Now available
If you are not a subscriber to this beautiful, worldclass magazine, you can buy your copy at Pick n Pay
Cycad or Woolworths Mall of the North.
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IMPORTANT ENVIRONMENTAL DATES: November/December 2018
Date
10 November
21 November
5 December
11 December

Event
World Science Day for Peace and Development
World Fisheries Day
World Soil Day
International Mountain Day

UPCOMING CLUB AND OTHER BIRDING EVENTS
Date
2 Nov
21 Nov
24 Nov
1 Dec
25-27 Jan
31 Jan-3 Feb

Event
Night Drive and evening picnic in the Polokwane Game Reserve. Bookings essential.
Year-end club event at the Capricorn Racing Club with the announcement of 2018 bird photography winners
Birding Big Day. (For entry forms go to www.birdlife.org.za/events)
Morning of bird atlassing around Polokwane.
Nylsvley Woodland Bird Census (See flyer on p 68)
4-day raptor course in the Kruger National Park (See flyer on p 67). A
discount of 20% is offered to Birdlife Polokwane members.

Contact
RVT
LG
JG
MM

CH
Joe Grosel – JG (082 415 5250); Lisa Grosel – LG (083 380 2322); Charles Hardy – CH (083 457 1721); Marion
Mengel – MM (083 455 1736); Richter Van Tonder – RVT (082 213 8276).
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